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Abstract: This paper presents an efficient
mechanism for the classification of blood leukaemia
using microscopic images employing a Probabilistic
Neural Network (PNN).
Probabilistic Neural
Network is based on Bayes’s theorem of Conditional
Probability and is a famed paradigm for data
classification for systems employing artificial
intelligence. Pre-processing has been achieved using
gray scaling and thresholding. Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) has been used as a tool to remove
the abrupt variations in the calculated feature values.
Principal component analysis (PCA) has been used to
find particular trends in the computed feature data
and minimize the redundancy. It has been shown that
the proposed technique achieves 97% precent
classification accuracy which can be attributed to the
highly rigorous pre-processing and feature extraction
mechanism which culminates in training a
Probabilistic Neural Network. The category of ANN
used here for classification is the Probabilistic Neural
Network which is highly effective in classification
problems.

3) Adaptive Learning without the need for explicit
programming.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence (AI), Probabilistic
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The analysis of the biological model of the neuron
helps us in designing the mathematical model of the
neural network. On extremely important attribute of
the neural model is its ability in following trends in
the input fed to it. No matter how complex or
abruptly the output for a corresponding input may
change, the network maps the input and output in the
form of experiences called weights. The network
continuously leans and adapts according to the
provided input data and its corresponding data. Thus
it can be thought of working as the human brain that
also adapts itself according to experiences. The
experiences themselves have counterparts in the
mathematical ANN structure called weights. The
parallel structure enables data or inputs X from
various paths design the weights W. The design of

I. INTRODUCTION TO ARTIFICIAL NEURAL
NETWORKS
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has recently
emerged as one of the most powerful tools for
contemporary computation. Its design is based on the
fact that the human brain is a:
1) Highly Non Linear Structure
2) Highly Parallel Structure

Fig.1 Biological Model of a Single Neuron
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the network culminates in the decision making
according to some function θ called the bias. The
structure can be mathematically modelled as:
𝐘=

𝐧
𝐢=𝟏 𝐗𝐢𝐖𝐢

+ Ɵ

Ya is the actual output
Yp is the predicted output
E is the error.

(1)
II. PROBABILISTIC NEURAL NETWORK
(PNN)

Here X represents the signal
W represents the weight
Ɵ represents the bias.

PNN is built on the theory of Bayesian network and
the estimation of probability density function. This
theory allows for cost function to represent the fact
that it may be worse to misclassify a vector that is
actually a member of class A but it’s classified as a
vector that belongs to class B. PNN is extensively
used for classification problem. It works as a
supervised classifier. We give a sample of our data
set to it as an input and the data is then handled
through numerous layers. The Baye’s rule such that
the input vector belonging to class A is classified as
PACAfA(x) >PBCBfB(x) (3)

Fig.2 Mathematical Formulation of Neural
Network
The above figure is pretty generic in nature. The task
of following a trend in the given input data can be
accomplished accurately using a particular
architecture of a neural network. If the
correspondance between the input X and a target Y is
given to the network to design and adapt its weights,
then the deviation of the expected output and the
actual output is given by an error E which can be
mathematically defined as:
E = Ya - Y p

(2)

Where PA –Priori probability of occurrence of pattern
in class A. CA - Cost associated with classifying
vectors.
FA(x) is the Probability density functions of class A.
PNN can take any number of input and can map them
to any number of output so for that reason PNN
works more efficiently than other Neural Networks.
Neural Networks in common have a back
propagation which this neural network doesn’t have
making it faster than others.
The different layers of Probabilistic Neural Network
are:
 Input Layer: It consists of the input to the neural
network the training sample whose class has to be
found out.
 Pattern Layer: It consists of the Gaussian function
with the training samples are the center to it. We then
find the Gaussian distance for all of them using the
formula.
 Summation Layer: Here all the output of the pattern
layer is received and then they are added and send to
the output layer for class determination. It is also the
hidden layer in the Neural Network.
 Output Layer: Here all the outputs from the
summation layers are taken and a selection of the
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largest value is done and that particular class of the
selection determines the class of the sample.
The PNN works by creating a set of multivariate
probability densities that are derived from the
training vectors presented to the network. The input
instance with unknown category is propagated to the
pattern layer. Once each node in the pattern layer
receives the input, the output of the node will be
computed. Here d is the number of features of the
input instance x, σ is the smoothing parameter,
and xij is a training instance corresponding to
category c. The summation layer neurons compute
the maximum likelihood of pattern x being classified
into c by summarizing and averaging the output of all
neurons that belong to the same class
𝟏

П𝒄𝒊 = (𝟐ᴨ)𝒏/𝟐𝝈𝒏 𝐞𝐱𝐩

− 𝒙−𝒙𝒊𝒋

𝑻

(𝒙−𝒙𝒊𝒋 )

𝟐𝝈𝟐

Some of the advantages of PNN are:
 It can map any number of input to any number of
classification.
 Unlike other Neural Network it doesn’t have a back
propagation which makes it a fast learner.
 Once trained removing or adding a data sample
doesn’t require retraining of the sample.
 It saves a lot of computational space.

(4)

where Ni denotes the total number of samples in
class c. If the a priori probabilities for each class are
the same, and the losses associated with making an
incorrect decision for each class are the same, the
decision layer unit classifies the pattern x in
accordance with the Bayes’s decision rule based on
the output of all the summation layer neurons
C(x) = argmax {Pi(X)}, i = 1, 2….c (5)
where C(x) denotes the estimated class of the
pattern x and m is the total number of classes in the
training samples. If the a priori probabilities for each
class are not the same, and the losses associated with
making an incorrect decision for each class are
different, the output of all the summation layer
neurons will be
C(x) = argmax {Pi(X) costi(x) aproi(x)}, i = 1, 2….c
(6)
Where costi(x) is, the cost associated with
misclassifying the input vector and aproi(x). Thus
PNN acts as an effective classifier to data
classification into categories.
There are quite a lot of advantages of using PNN
instead of Back Propagation (BP) or multilayer
perceptron. PNNs are much faster than BP multilayer
networks. It provides better accuracy.
This network is relatively insensitive to outliers and
generates accurate predicted target probability scores.

Fig.3 Model of PNN with Input Feature Values

III. DATA PRE-PROCESSING
Prior to feature extraction and classification, data preprocessing is done to achieve train the PNN
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accurately and obtain high sensitivity and accuracy of
classification.
(i) Segmentation:
The division of an image into meaningful structures,
image segmentation, is often an essential step in
image analysis, object representation, visualization,
and many other image processing tasks. A disjunct
categorization does not seem to be possible though,
because even two very different segmentation
approaches may share properties that defy singular
categorization1. The categorization presented in this
chapter is therefore rather a categorization regarding
the emphasis of an approach than a strict division.
The following categories are used:
Threshold
based
segmentation: Histogram
thresholding and slicing techniques are used to
segment the image. They may be applied directly to
an image, but can also be combined with pre- and
post-processing techniques.
Edge based segmentation: With this technique,
detected edges in an image are assumed to represent
object boundaries, and used to identify these objects.
Region based segmentation: Where an edge based
technique may attempt to find the object boundaries
and then locate the object itself by filling them in, a
region based technique takes the opposite approach,
by (e.g.) starting in the middle of an object and then
“growing” outward until it meets the object
boundaries
Segmentation plays a crucial role in the feature
extraction and classification.

PCA is a mathematical process that does a linear
transformation of the dataset to a new system such
that the element which influences to the class greatest
is set as the first coordinate, that is the first principal
component followed by the next great and so on. But
when the data is non-linear in nature, PCA is unable
to find the principal components.
(iii) Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
The Wavelet Transform is rather a recent tool for the
analysis of randomly fluctuating non-smooth signals.
The mathematical description of the wavelet
transform can be given by:
C (S, P) =

𝐭 ( 𝑺, 𝑷, 𝒕 ) 𝒅𝒕 (7)

Here S stands for scaling
P stands for position
t stands for time shifts.
C is the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)
The main disadvantage of the CWT is the fact that it
contains an enormous amount of data. The sampled
version of the CWT is the Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT). The DWT is a down sampled
version of the CWT and its characteristic nature is to
smoothen out abrupt fluctuations which are possible
due to both abruptly changing base functions and
down sampling.
The scaling function can be defined as:
WΦ (Jo, k) =

𝟏
𝑴

𝒏𝑺

𝒏 . 𝜱(𝒏)𝒋𝒐′ 𝒌

(8)

The Wavelet function can be defined as:
𝐖𝛙 (𝐣, 𝐤) =

(ii) Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal Component Analysis is a method by which
we can find the attributes which contribute the most
to the final classification of the data set. Principal
component analysis (PCA) is a mathematical
procedure that converts a set of correlated variables
into a set of values of uncorrelated variables called
principal components.

∞
𝒇
−∞

Where
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IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION
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Since the neural network does not understand images,
rather it understands numerical data. At the outset the
images pre-processed thus far should be converted to
assertive numerical values. Subsequently, important
parameters or features should be calculated to train
and finally test the neural network for classification.
The vital parameters of the leukaemia images are also
called features. Prior to feature extraction though, it is
necessary to pre-process the image data to attain
correct values of the features
The various features calculated for training the neural
network are:
•

Contrast

•

Correlation

•

Energy

•

Homogeneity

•

Mean

•

Standard
Deviation

•

Entropy

•

RMS

•

Variance

•

Smoothness

•

Kurtosis

•

Skewness

V. ALGORITHM USED
The proposed technique can be understood using the
following steps of the algorithm:
1) One image is loaded at a time to the
MATLAB workspace.
2) RGB to Gray scale Conversion and Binary
Thresholding to convert the image into a
Binary image have been employed as a preprocessing tool.

3) Segmentation has been applied to locate
affected cellular area.
4) Subsequently Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) has been applied smoothen out the
non-linearities in the image to facilitate
feature extraction.
5) Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has
been employed to find regular patterns or
trends in the DWT coefficients computed
above.
6) Twelve feature values have been calculated
for the image under consideration.
7) The above process is employed for all the
training data samples in the data set.
8) The feature values obtained for all the
training data samples are used to train a
Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN).
9) The Neural Network is tested for the
remaining images of the data set.
10) Sensitivity and Accuracy have been
evaluated for the Proposed System Design.
The working of the proposed algorithm can be
understood as follows:
The leukemia images are microscopic images and
show extremely minute variation to be recognized
by the naked eye. Hence computer aided
classification is needed. An effective technique is
training a Probabilistic Neural Network using the
training data set of Leukemia and Normal Blood
images. The important point here to note is the fact
that neural networks do not understand or work
upon images or data types other than numbers.
Hence the most important features of images are
computed (which are numerical values) and a PNN
is trained. After training is done, the PNN adapts its
weights accordingly. Classification mechanism of
PNN: After the PNN is trained by an exhaustive set
of pre-processed feature values, new images not
used for training are used for testing. Prior to
testing, the features of any new image in the testing
data set are computed to be fed to the PNN. The
following flowchart illustrates the process.
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values and train the neural network with only those
feature values which affect the outcome the most.
As a standard convention, almost 70% of the data is
used for training and remaining 30% is used for
testing. A total of 260 images have been used out
of which 200 images have been used for training
and 60 are used for testing.

VI. RESULTS:
Evaluation Parameters:
The various parameters for the classification are:
1. True Positive (TP): It is the case when a
sample belongs to category and the test also
predicts its belongingness.
2. True Negative (TN): It is the case when a
sample does not belong to category and the
test also predicts its non-belongingness.
3. False Positive (FP): It is the case when a
sample does not belong to category and the
test predicts its belongingness.
4. False Negative (FN): It is the case when a
sample belongs to category and the test
predicts its non-belongingness.

Accuracy (Ac): It is mathematically defined as:
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

Fig.4 Flowchart of Proposed Algorithm
It is worth mentioning that pre-processing of the
training data is critical since it decides how the
Neural Network will classify later on. The
classification stage used RGB to Gray conversion,
Binarization and Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT). Further Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) is used to remove redundancies in feature
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=

29+29
. 100
29+29+1+1

= 97%

The results show significant improvement compared
to the previous work, (Computer Aided Diagnostic
System for Detection of Leukemia using
Microscopic Images, by Jyoti Rawat et.al, Elsevier,
Science Direct 2015), which achieves an accuracy of
89.8%

Fig.5 :Tabulation of featue values for Normal and
Leukaemia Blood samples

Conclusion: In this paper blood leukaemia image
are automatically classified into normal or
malignant (with leukaemia). The classifier used is
the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) classifier.
Accuracy of 97% is obtained. This work will act
as supportive tool for medical practitioners and
will help doctor for fast diagnosis based on which
the treatment plan can be decided. It has been
found that the proposed technique achieves 97%
classification accuracy which can be attributed to
the efficacy of the proposed method.
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